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Abstract

The purpose of this research was to know the efforts of political education in elementary schools. The research used descriptive qualitative research design involving the grade V students of SD Negeri Beraja Asri, Way Jepara, East Lampung in Academic Year 2019/2020. Data collection techniques in this study using observation, interviews, and documentation. Data analysis using Miles and Huberman is data reduction, data presentation of conclusions. The results showed that political education in elementary schools could be done in various ways, namely through elementary school PPKn lessons, characterizations, and extracurricular activities. The study concluded that political education in SD Beraja Asri Way Jepara is integrated into primary PPKn subjects and extracurricular activities.
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Introduction

Political education is axiom if it is associated with efforts to life educate of the nation, specifically in a democratic country, such as Indonesia. Democracy in Indonesia is showing its existence\(^1\), so it is not strange when confronting political education and democracy. Political education is beneficial for young people to be able for optimize efforts to advance nation.\(^2\) Systematic endeavors of political education in education need to be encouraged, because outputs of educational outcomes reflect quality of education. Quality of citizens cannot be separated from quality of education.\(^3\)

Political education in elementary schools is an opportunity to provide a foundation of knowledge for students, considering that elementary school age is a good time to introduce concepts such as good and wrong.\(^4\) Political education is an effort to socialize politics, but packaging is adjusted conditions of each scope. Results of research in Turkey involving 75 social studies teachers, shows that teachers need to emphasize class politics.\(^5\) In a democratic country, political education is answer to realizing a healthy wheel of democracy. But in a country that faces political instability, political education is an urgent need in building a democratic mindset.\(^6\)

There are many researches that examine political education. Research in America investigating effects of political socialization in schools, results show curriculum in schools is effective in eliciting political knowledge, but not in realm of attitude. Attributes that influence political attitudes are class climate, participation in school activities, and school organization.\(^7\) Furthermore, investigating main functions of social primary education schools relating to political participation for 25 years provides an understanding that children’s ways of thinking in political aspects are related to their lives, for example justice, authority and partiality.\(^8\) Meanwhile focuses research on function of schools in political education results in schools being an important instrument in political education. Political learning in schools can be learned through extracurricular activities and other outside class activities.\(^9\)

Study about aspects of political education shows that political education consists of three aspects, firstly cognitive relating to development of knowledge, secondly affective aspects of character building, and thirdly psychomotor aspects related to skills.\(^10\) Results of study illustrate that there are various needs that are due to the urgency of political education. In addition, there is no research that
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investigates political education in elementary schools, so this research is expected to be able to provide answers to research problems that have not been an issue in previous studies.

Focus of this research is implementation of political education in elementary schools. Formulation problem is “How to implementation political education in Elementary School Beraraja Asri, Way Jepara, East Lampung?”. Benefit of this research is practically able to contribute thought of political education efforts in elementary schools. While theoretical benefit is being able to become a theoretical basis for further researchers with the same research interest, namely politics in elementary schools.

Method

This type of research was descriptive qualitative. Qualitative research is based on philosophy of postpositivism that used to examine under old conditions. Descriptive research is used to describe natural phenomena that occur. Author used a descriptive qualitative approach in this study with aim to more flexible and comprehensive in capturing phenomenon of political education in elementary schools. Qualitative descriptive is used to describe natural phenomena by emphasizing characteristics and linkages.

Location of research was Beraja Asri’s elementary school, Way Jepara, East Lampung, Academic Year 2019/2020. Objects are fifth grade teachers and fifth grade students. Technique of collecting data uses observations conducted inside and outside classroom, structured interviews with fifth grade teachers of Beraja Asri’s elementary school, Way Jepara and fifth grade students who are considered to provide appropriate information research theme. Documentation collection form of class diaries, books, journals, magazines that can provide information for researchers. Documentation study is collection of documents in accordance with the problem then conducted an intensive study.

Analysis data that researchers use is Miles and Huberman model of data reduction, data presentation and drawing conclusions. Data analysis is process of compiling results of interviews, observations and documentation into categories so that others can understand.

Result and Discussion

In result and discussion section, researcher attempts to present an analysis of research questions.

Political Education in Elementary School

How is implementation of political education in Elementary School Beraraja Asri at Way Jepara, East Lampung? Results of research found that implementation of political education in Elementary School Beraraja Asri at Way Jepara, East Lampung, there were several means of political education through elementary school civics, through extracurricular activities and through characterizations. Furthermore, the research findings will be discussed by researchers in following units.

Political Education Through Elementary School Civics

In Indonesia subject of Civic Education is a subject taught from Elementary School to Higher Education, according to the rules in Article 37 paragraph (1) and (2) of Law number 20 of 2003 about National Education System. In various countries, application of Civic Education is different in form. In Singapore,
Civic Education has been in compulsory social studies subjects in secondary schools since 2001. In Malaysia, Civic Education is conceptualized by developing good citizens with patriotic personalities. In American schools, Civic Education is designed to encourage students to be active in their communities.

Implementation of political in civic subject of Elementary School, is something that can be done considering the new mission in civic paradigm is to develop the characteristics of citizens. The mission of Civics with their new paradigm is to develop psychopedagogical and socio-andragogical aims to develop three characteristics, namely civic intelligence, civic responsibility and civic participation. Based on interviews with grade V teachers of Beraja Asri's elementary school at Way Jepara, East Lampung, civic subjects through civic subject of Elementary School, teachers can provide political education to students. “...civic subject in elementary school is one of the means in learning political education. Even though uses elementary way to lead students in political education...” (YES, 2019).

Based on the results of the interview stated that civic subject in elementary school became a means of conducting political education. Political education through civic subject in elementary school is an effort of political education on cognitive aspects. Cognitive aspects of political education are aspects that emphasize development of citizens’ political knowledge. As a comparison with the findings of previous research on political education in elementary schools. Research in Turkey involving 75 social studies teachers for political subjects education and observing the intraclass application of 12 social studies teachers for 10 weeks. Resulting in no difference between student views and intraclass applications. Meanwhile the teacher emphasized need to teach political subjects in social studies classes and provide information about the political process. Other findings, an analysis of elementary school textbooks in China and Taiwan found that in analysis of two sets of textbook 1 there were following topics: “basic virtues” of personal and attributes; social relations that presented in form of social units and personal interaction patterns with emphasis on manual labor, agriculture, nature and education.

In implementation of political education of civic subject in Elementary Schools is an effort to care for the progress of the Indonesian people. Moreover, in global era, learning is about how children learn to find themselves in the world. Globalization is now widely understood as a worldwide process, and has resulted in various aspects of human life undergoing change. In the field of education, learning is required to put more emphasis on skills needed in the global era. But on other hand, “constructivism in practice” is a concept of ambiguity that arises among stakeholders in
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Educational companies because constructivism is used as a basis for teaching.25

Efforts to implement political education in primary schools are part of efforts to care for democracy in Indonesia for the future. In a democratic society, concern for condition of state is a must, and can begin in childhood. At this stage, schools play a very important role.26 Results of a study of Role of Family and Role of Schools on formation of political orientation of high school students in Sleman district at 2015 produced, role of family in forming political orientation of high school students has a significant influence. Role of schools in forming political orientation of high school students has a significant influence on the value of arithmetic (4,821). This means that role of family and school, together can have a positive and significant influence on formation of political orientation of state high school students.27 Meanwhile, Civic Education Longitudinal Research shows that Citizenship Education activities in schools can indeed have an effect, not only in short term (as shown by previous research in UK), but also in medium term (by encouraging political involvement once students leave school boundaries).28

Implementation of political education in civil subject of Elementary Schools through thematic is in line with concept of curriculum development in 2013. That is through thematic learning, students will understand concepts that are accepted in a whole and realistic way.29 Following table 1 changes patterns in the 2013 curriculum.

Table 1. Changes patterns in the last curriculum and curriculum of 2013

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graduate competency standards are derived from content standards</td>
<td>Graduate competency standards derived from real needs</td>
<td>Content standards are derived from graduate competency standards through core subjects that are free of subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content standards are formulated based on objectives of subject (competency standards of graduate subjects) broken down into standard competencies and basic competencies of subjects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separation between the subjects forming attitude, forming skills, and forming knowledge</td>
<td>All subjects must contribute to the formation of attitudes, skills, and knowledge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competence is derived from subjects</td>
<td>Subjects are derived from the competencies to be achieved</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects are separated from each other, like a separate set of subjects</td>
<td>All subjects are bound by core competencies (each class)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Curriculum Center (2014)

Political education at elementary school level relies on ability of teachers to collaborate learning and methods. Learning in children needs to prioritize teaching skills.30 While learning in elementary schools is planned learning, assessed and evaluated. According to Minister of National Education Regulation No. 41/2007 concerning Process Standards for Primary and Secondary Education Units, it is explained that: “learning is process of interaction of students with teachers and learning resources in an environment study. Learning process needs to be planned, implemented, assessed and monitored. Implementation of learning is implementation of the Learning Implementation Plan. Learning activities include preliminary activities, core activities and closing activities.”

Political education through elementary civic subject puts forward real values for students, such as the value of honesty, respect, opinion, and responsibility. This is intended so that students do not feel forced into


Learning. Integrated learning in SD / MI can be simply applied by combining material and approaches to form a theme as a reference. In elementary civic subject subjects, students in grade V of Beraraja Asri’s Elementary School at Way Jepara, East Lampung are invited to politics study by paying attention to principle of problem solving, according to students’ thinking processes, namely cohesiveness and individual differences. Student’s thought process is student’s ability to solve problems.

Political Education Through Extracurricular Activities

As a formal educational institution, Beraraja Asri’s Elementary School at Way Jepara, East Lampung has extracurricular activities such as scouts and traditional dance. Extracurricular activities function to deliver students to develop according to their needs. In accordance with results of an interview with scoutmaster of SD Negeri Beraja Asri, Way Jepara, East Lampung, it was found that in scouting activities students were directed to be able to work together, respect and put forward deliberations as in the following interview passages, “... in scouting students are invited to cooperate in teams and deliberate in overcoming problems ...” (YN, 2019).

Through extracurricular activities, political education is manifested in activities that encourage students to prioritize democratic values based on Pancasila, with one of aims to teach deliberation in problem solving. Political education as an effort to instill national politics based on Pancasila values. In a large Indonesian dictionary, deliberation is interpreted as a joint discussion with intention of reaching a decision and settlement, in addition it is used as a means of negotiation or consultation.

As a comparison, political education through extracurricular activities promotes democratic values. Results of some research at American high schools produce that secondary school extracurricular activities are part of informal learning resources. Extracurricular activities are also intended to teach the attributes of citizenship. Although in this study did not find a direct relationship between participation in school extracurricular activities and attitudes towards politics, students felt integrated into the system, this feeling of integration was related to social trust. Students who have social confidence have a more positive attitude towards politics.

Other research results on role of extracurricular activities in predicting adult political behavior, show that instrumental extracurricular activities such as student governance, positively predict political engagement in early adulthood, socialization, political interests, political awareness, and community leadership attitudes. Results of research concluded that extracurricular participation did play a role in developing political involvement.

Extracurricular activities in School have a mission in developing students’ abilities both cognitive, affective and psychomotor.
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Extracurricular activities are part of meeting needs of students. Extracurricular activities are a complement to intracurricular learning activities. There are several characters that can be developed in extracurricular activities. Results of research in developing character values of students to become good citizens at KORPRI Banjarmasin High School resulted in character values developed in extracurricular activities being hard work, discipline, responsibility, religious, democratic, curiosity, friends or communicative, patriotism, honesty, tolerance, spirit of nationalism, love of peace, creative, care for environment, care for social, appreciate achievement, like to read and be independent. Future studies of qualitative case studies in private primary schools in Turkey explain role of extra-curricular school-based activities as contemporary trends in building values of active citizenship and competence in students.

Political education through extracurricular activities is part of realizing good citizenship in democracy. Although this research is limited to elementary school level, but based on the findings during study, a red thread is seen that political education through extracurricular activities at any school level has a role in developing student character. Based on observations made by researchers at Beraja Asri’s elementary school, it is known that students who take extracurricular activities carry out activities in extracurricular enthusiastically coupled with playing and supervising from supervisor teacher. Research findings are supported by previous research conducted by Fajar, showing that schools are an important component in political education and one of efforts to instill political awareness is through student council and extracurricular activities. Political education through extracurricular activities at Beraja Asri’s Elementary School, Way Jepara, East Lampung is an effort to provide political awareness for students. Political awareness efforts are important considering that this era of students is very close to digital life. Problems arise with digital literacy and psychological development of children and adolescents, so that with presence of extracurricular activities that tuck political education can be a meaningful experience for students so as to build their basic knowledge.

Political education through extracurricular activities at Beraja Asri’s Elementary School, Way Jepara, East Lampung has become a vehicle for growing political maturity of students. Through interaction, different views, students will learn massively about overcoming problems and mapping problems. Besides political education through extracurricular activities can also help teachers in providing political education for students. Difficulty of Indonesian teachers in trying to implement learning according to times is a demand in providing solutions in developing learning in accordance with Indonesian context.
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Political Education through Characterization

Beraja Asri’s Elementary School students, Way Jepara, East Lampung are part of nation’s next generation. Young generation plays a vital role in life of nation and country. Implementation of political education through schools can be understood as one of efforts in creating quality educational output quality in accordance with needs of nation. Level of education is directly proportional to political culture, because someone who attends higher education has opportunity to evaluate, criticize and compare political realities.

Implementation of political education in Beraja Asri’s Elementary School, Way Jepara, East Lampung in addition to learning through civic subject, extracurricular activities also exist in form of characterizations. Characterization relates to character which also means people, attitudes and morals of famous people. There are at least three methods in characterization, analytically by telling character in detail, dramatically by telling character’s environment, displaying dialogue. Analytically and dramatically by completing analytically and dramatically.

Political education in Beraja Asri’s Elementary School, Way Jepara, East Lampung with characterizations, namely teacher integrating learning by presenting figures who should be role models. Based on an interview with a teacher at Beraja Asri’s Elementary School, Way Jepara, East Lampung in information data that, “... giving examples to students about figures will make students find concrete ones. Making it easier to provide understanding to students ...” (YES, 2019).

Characterization in teaching political education in Beraja Asri’s Elementary School, Way Jepara, East Lampung is a form of way teachers design learning, so that students get their knowledge in a fun way. Based on results of study showed that the school environment influences the understanding of student concepts, in efforts of political education in Beraja Asri’s elementary school, Way Jepara, East Lampung with a true characterization method is an embodiment in asserting function of education as a vehicle in developing potential of students.

As a comparison, results of a longitudinal study investigating of young students' conceptions of government, involved 26 of same students who were then interviewed before and after study. Instruction in American history in grades five and eight shows that longitudinally, students' conceptions tend to show more consistency. Other research on opportunities for learning related to school democratic goals through observing 135 social studies classes in Chicago found that students in a representative sample of social studies classes lacked opportunity to develop types of democratic theory capacity that were deemed important. Study also found that when teachers give students more and varied opportunities to develop as citizens, they simultaneously provide more significant opportunities for higher-order thinking.

46 A. Minderop, Metode Karakterisasi Telaah Fiksi (Jakarta: Yayasan Pustaka Obor Indonesia, 2011).
Education is a conscious effort with the aim of developing potential of students. In detail, implementation of political education in Beraja Asri’s elementary school, Way Jepara, East Lampung is in following table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implementation of political education in Beraja Asri’s elementary school in Way Jepara, East Lampung</th>
<th>Political education aspects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Political Education Through Civic subject Elementary School</td>
<td>Cognitive aspects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Education Through Extracurricular Activities</td>
<td>Psychomotor aspects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Education through Characterization</td>
<td>Affective Aspects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tabel 2. Implementation of political education in Beraja Asri’s elementary school in Way Jepara, East Lampung
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